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Abstract

We describe a prototype Web service for model reduc-
tion of very large-scale linear systems. Specifically, a user-
friendly interface is designed so that model reduction can
be easily performed via www on a cluster of 32 nodes. Ac-
cess via the www isolates the user of the service from the
complexities of installing and using the parallel model re-
duction codes and the maintenance of the hardware. In case
the routines are found to be appropriate for the problem the
user needs to solve, the library can then be downloaded and
installed on the user’s own computing resources.

1. Introduction

The development of the Internet and its popularization
via the world wide web (www) is producing a tremen-
dous impact in our society. The www is currently em-
ployed to consult databases, retrieve documents, submit
jobs to remote systems, and access a large number of
services which is continuously growing. The extension
of these services has recently reached the area of sci-
entific computing in projects like NetSolve [3], LAPK
(http://lapk3.hsc.usc.edu/lapk), and the SLICOT Web En-
vironment [10], EOT-PACI (http://www.eot.org), among
many.

In this paper we further explore the www as a means of
offering an enhanced service for parallel model reduction
to a wide range of the scientific community. The idea here
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is to provide an easy way for remote users to interact with
the service. The primary goal is to serve as a demonstra-
tor of the capabilities of the parallel model reduction codes,
which can be then downloaded and installed on any (par-
allel) architecture with MPI and the appropriate numerical
libraries. The advantage of providing this service via the
www is that the end-user remains completely isolated from
the complexities of the software and the hardware system,
and the maintenance of both.

The problem considered here, model reduction, is of
fundamental importance in many modeling and control ap-
plications involving continuous linear time-invariant (LTI)
systems of the form:
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Here, � 1 IR 3 4 3 is the state matrix, � 1 IR 3 4 9 , ( 1
IR; 4 3 , + 1 IR; 4 9 , � " 1 IR 3 is the initial state of the sys-
tem, and the number of states, = , is is known as the order of
the system. The transfer function matrix (TFM) associated
with the system is defined by > � ? 
 � ( � ? D F � 
 H I � � + .
Hereafter, we assume that the state matrix � is stable, i.e.,
the spectrum of � is contained in the open left half plane.

Specifically, the model reduction problem consists in
finding a reduced-order LTI system,
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of order O , O P = , and associated TFM

M> � ? 
 � M( � ? D FM� 
 H I M� � M+ which approximates > � ? 
 .
Model reduction of large-scale linear systems ( = in the

thousands) arises, among others, in control of large flexible
mechanical structures or large power systems, weather sim-
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ulation (storm surge forecast and perturbation evolution);
see, e.g., [7, 8, 11, 14]. Very large-scale systems, with
state-space dimension = of order up to � � � , are common
in in circuit simulation and VLSI design, air quality sim-
ulation, etc. [2]. In general these systems present a struc-
tured (sparse or band) state matrix � . Dense model reduc-
tion routines, like those from SLICOT1 or PLiCMR2[4, 5],
are therefore not appropriate for VLLS as they do not ex-
ploit/preserve the structure of the state matrix.

The model reduction approach considered in this paper is
based on the so-called state transformations which require,
at a first stage, the solution of two large Lyapunov equations
whose coefficient matrix is the state matrix. These equa-
tions are solved via a low-rank ADI iteration [16] which
only involves the numerical computations such as the solu-
tion of linear systems and matrix-vector products. The suc-
cess of these Lyapunov solvers relies in the use of efficient
routines for these computations that exploit the (sparse or
banded) structure of the coefficient matrix. Once the equa-
tions are solved, the reduced-order system is obtained us-
ing a balanced truncation (BT) method, which only requires
dense linear algebra operations [15] on much smaller data
matrices.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
briefly revisit the methods for model reduction of VLLS.
The usage, structure, and implementation details of the Web
service are introduced in Section 3. Concluding remarks
and possible future extensions follow in Section 4.

2. Model Reduction of VLLS

2.1. The Square-Root BT Method

Our routines are based on BT model reduction [13, 17,
18, 20]. BT belongs to the family of absolute error methods,
which try to minimize � � � � 	 � � > F M

> � 	 . Here, � > � 	
denotes the � 	 - or  	 -norm of a stable, rational matrix
function defined as
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where " & � ( F � and � � � ! � + 
 denotes the largest singular
value of matrix + .

BT methods are strongly related to the controllability
Gramian - . and the observability Gramian - 0 of the sys-
tem (1), given by the solutions of two “coupled” Lyapunov
matrix equations:

� - . � - . � 3 � � � 3 � � � (4)
� 3 - 0 � - 0 � � ( 3 ( � � 0 (5)

1Available from http://www.win.tue.nl/niconet/NIC2/slicot.html.
2Available from http://spine.act.uji.es/ plicmr.html.

As � is assumed to be stable, - . and - 0 are positive
semidefinite and therefore can be factored as - . � 7 3 7
and - 0 � 9 3 9 . The factors 7 and 9 are called the
Cholesky factors of the Gramians. Efficient Lyapunov
solvers that exploit the structure of the coefficient matrix

� are described in the next subsection.
Consider now the singular value decomposition (SVD)

of the product
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where ; and ? are orthogonal matrices, and = �L M N P � � I � � C � 0 0 0 � �
3


 is a diagonal matrix containing
the singular values of 7 9 3 (also known as the Han-
kel singular values of the system). Here, a re-
duced system of order O is determined by partition-
ing = into = I � L M N P � � I � � C � 0 0 0 � � U 
 and = C �L M N P � � U W I � � U W C � 0 0 0 � �

3

 , so that, hopefully, a large gap

exists between � U and � U W I . A conformal partition of ;
and ? is induced by the partitioning of = .

The square-root (SR) BT method determines the
reduced-order model of order O as

M� � X Y � X U � M� � X Y � �
M( � ( X U � N \ L M+ � + � (7)

with the projection matrices X Y and X U given by

X Y � = H I ] C
I ? 3I 9 N \ L X U � 7 3 ; I = H I ] C

I 0 (8)

In case � U W I � � the reduced-order system thus computed
is a minimal realization of the system.

The realization of order O computed by the SR BT algo-
rithm satisfies the error bound

� � � � 	 & � � > F M
> � 	 ` b 3d

e f U W I
� e 0 (9)

2.2. Low Rank Solution of Lyapunov Equations

In this subsection we revisit the low-rank Lyapunov
solvers introduced in [16]. These iterative algorithms ben-
efit from the usual low-rank property of the right-hand side
matrix to provide low-rank approximations to the Cholesky
factor of the solution matrix. These approximations can re-
liably substitute 7 and 9 in the computation of (6) and (8).

Specifically, given an “ g –cyclic” set of (complex) shift
parameters h i I � i C � 0 0 0 j , i l � m l � n l " , such that i l �

i l W Y , the cyclic low-rank alternating direction implicit (LR-
ADI) iteration proposed in [16] can be reformulated as fol-
lows: ? " � � � � i I D

3

 H I � �7 " � ( F b m I ? " �? l W I � ? l F o l � � � i l W I D

3

 H I ? l �7 l W I � @ 7 l � p l ? l W I D �

(10)
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where p l � � m l W I � m l , o l � i l W I � i l , i l is the con-
jugate of i l , and D

3 denotes the identity matrix of order
= . On convergence, after ��

iterations, a low-rank matrix �7
of order = � �� 	

is computed such that �7 �7 3 approximates
- . � 7 3 7 . An analogous iteration provides a low-rank ap-
proximation �9 of 9 . LR-ADI solvers clearly benefit from
the use of direct linear system solvers (based, e.g., on the
LU factorization) as the same coefficient matrix is involved
in iterations

�
and

� � g . Notice that the SVD in (6) and the
computations in (7) and (8) only involve dense matrices of
a much smaller dimension (usually, �� 	

P = and �� i P = ).
The performance of iteration (10) strongly depends on

the selection of the shift parameters. In practice, the set
h i I � i C � 0 0 0 � i Y j should be chosen so that it is closed under
complex conjugation (i.e., if i l is a selected shift parame-
ter, so is i l ). A heuristic procedure is proposed in [16] to
compute parameters which approximate the largest eigen-
values of � and � H I . The procedure is based on an Arnoldi
iteration [12] involving � and � H I .

For further details on the convergence of the LR-ADI
iteration and the properties of the heuristic selection proce-
dure, see [16].

The LR-ADI iteration and the computation of the shifts
h i I � i C � 0 0 0 � i Y j basically require matrix-vector products
and the solution of linear systems. Our approach for deal-
ing with these matrix operations is based on the use of par-
allel Linear Algebra libraries. Specifically, in case sparse
matrices are involved, we propose to employ codes like Su-
perLU [9] or MUMPS [1] to compute LU-like factoriza-
tions of the matrices � � i l D

3 and keep the factors if suf-
ficient storage is available. In case the coefficient matrix is
dense or banded we propose to use the LU factorization rou-
tines in parallel dense linear algebra libraries like ScaLA-
PACK or PLAPACK [6, 19].

3. Web Service

In this section we describe both the access procedure and
the structure and implementation of the prototype service
for model reduction via the www. This service is provided
on a cluster of 32 Intel Pentium-II personal computers, run-
ning the Linux (Suse 7.0) operating system, at the Univer-
sity Jaume I.

3.1. Accessing the Service

The web service for model reduction is provided at
http://spine.act.uji.es/˜plicmr/smrW3/smrW3.html. On en-
try (see Figure 1), the user is offered the possibility of reg-
istering to access the service, perform model reduction on
a given system, check the status of submitted jobs, obtain
information on the cluster load, etc.

Figure 1. Access to the parallel model reduc-
tion service.

Model reduction is performed through the job submis-
sion form (see Figure 2). In this form the user is requested
to specify the parameters of the job, which can be grouped
as follows:

– Validation of access: An identifier (parameter 1 in the
job submission form or, for short, P1) and a password
(P2), both provided via e-mail on registration allow
identification of the responsible of the requests.

– System parameters: The model dimensions, = ,
	

, and
i (P6, P7, and P8, respectively), and the type of matrix
entries (P15), real or double; also, the class of state
matrix (P14) which, in the current implementation
of the service, can be dense, symmetric/unsymmetric
banded, or sparse.

– Reduced-order system parameters: Here the user is
given the choice (P5) to either select a fixed order O
for the reduced system (P9), or the order can be auto-
matically determined using tolerance thresholds (P10
and P11).

– Numerical methods: Only the low rank SR method
(P3), a variant of the BT method that solves the Lya-
punov equations using the LR-ADI iteration, is cur-
rently available. Future extensions will also provide
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the possibility of selecting the solver for the linear sys-
tems of equations, depending on the class of the state
matrix. Notice that this is specially interesting when
sparse matrices are involved, as the performance of the
model reduction methods strongly depends on the lin-
ear system solver that is selected.

– Execution environment: The recommended number of
nodes of the cluster to participate in the execution of
the job (P12), and the e-mail (P16) address where the
results should be returned to.

– Data: The files with the system matrices and the com-
pression tool (P13) employed for their preprocessing.

Figure 2. Job submission form.

The same form can be used to upload the data matrices
from the local file system. The structure of the file con-
taining the data depends on the class of the matrix. Thus,
column-major order is compulsory for all but the sparse ma-
trices; files for banded matrices do not include zero entries;
files for symmetric matrices only contain the upper triangu-
lar part; sparse matrices are stored in compressed column
(or Harwell-Boeing) format.

As an example, in Figure 3 we show the contents of a file
containing a square matrix of order = =6 with nnz=4 non-

4
0
1
2
2
4
4
4
0
1
3
3

-4.2e-01
1.0e-01

-3.6e-01
-5.8e-01

Figure 3. Contents of a file specifying the ma-
trix in (11) in sparse format.

zero entries in sparse format:�������
�

F � 0 �
b

� � � � �
� � � 0

�
� � �

� � � � � �
� F � 0 � � F � 0 � � � � �
� � � � � �
� � � � � �

	 






�

(11)

In particular, the first line of the file specifies the value of
nnz. This is followed by the matrix stored using the com-
pressed column format: the = �

� entries of vector colptr,
the nnz entries of vector rowind, and the nnz entries of the
matrix. The indexes of both vectors start at zero.

In order to reduce the size of the data files that need to
be transfered, compressed data files using several standard
compression tools are accepted.

The results of the execution are returned via e-mail, with
the matrices of the reduced system as attached files (com-
pressed with the same tool that was used on the data files).
The text of the e-mail contains a few lines with the follow-
ing data:

– The job identifier that was assigned to the user’s job af-
ter submission. This parameter is followed by a com-
pact description of the parameters of the job.

– The order of the resulting reduced-order system.

– The number of computed Hankel singular values.

– The number of processors that were used to execute
the job.

– The wall-time required to execute the job.

– The info result from the execution of the routine.
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1. JOB ID. = 00011
(METHOD=’LRSM’, SOLVER=’default’,
ORDSEL=’F’, N=6, M=3, P=4, NR=3,
TOL1=1.0E-14, TOL2=0.0,
NP=1, COMPRESS=’NO’)

2. NR = 3
3. NHSV = 3
4. NP = 4
5. TIME = 0.3507E+1
6. INFO = 0

Figure 4. Text of an e-mail with the results of
a job submission.

Figure 4 shows an example of the text of the e-mail that
is returned to the user after the job is finished.

3.2. Structure and Implementation

The model reduction Web server is composed of several
PHP programs and the PBS job control system. In the pre-
vious implementation, the service was accessed via a set of
CGI programs, written in a shell script programming lan-
guage. In the current version the CGI programs have been
replaced by PHP codes. The web server includes a man-
agement system so that job requests are processed using
no external procedures, as was necessary in the CGI-based
variant.

Thus, the job submission form includes PHP code that
is directly interpreted by the Web server. The code is in
charge of validating the data of the request and, in case the
request is correct, create a pair of files necessary for job
submission: a text file with the definition of the job param-
eters, and a submission shell-script specifying the number
of nodes to participate in the execution and the path of ex-
ecutable program and data files. Next, the job is submitted
to the job management system that is controlled by PBS.

From then on, it is then the responsibility of PBS to mon-
itor execution of the job. This queuing system consists of a
server and a scheduler which run in one of the nodes of the
cluster. The scheduler determines when a job is submit-
ted. In its simplest form, the scheduler policy is based on
a FIFO algorithm, where the number of nodes requested by
the job and the number of idle nodes in the system play an
obvious role. On the other hand, each node of the cluster
allocates a client of the queuing system that keeps the PBS
server informed of the current status of the node (basically,
down, idle, or busy), and is also in charge of receiving and
executing job requests.

The submission shell-script maintains information on the
actions that are to be performed in response to the user re-
quest when a job is finished. This code is implemented in
PHP and is in charge of locating the results, preparing an e-

mail with those data, and sending back the response. Both
the parameters of the job submission (except for the data
matrices) and the results of the execution are sent as part of
this message.

Figure 5 summarizes the actors and actions of the Web
service.

INTERNET PRIVATE NET

Client
Web browser

Server

User

Cluster Nodes

SendMaiLMail client

PBS receives a
job submission.

executed

When PBS job finishes
a PHP script prepares

the submission form

The Web server receives
the data in the form

The Web server executes
the PHP programs that
prepare the files for
PBS

and sends a response mail
with the results

The job is scheduled and

The user receives a
mail containing the

PBS queueing system

The user completes

and submits the job

Web + PHP module

reduced−order system

Figure 5. Actors and actions involved in pro-
cessing a service request for model reduc-
tion.

4. Concluding Remarks and Future Work

We have described a Web service for parallel model re-
duction of VLLS. By providing a remote access, the end-
user is given a computational tool to reduce small and
medium-scale systems and/or testing the numerical reliabil-
ity of the reduced-order models produced via these meth-
ods. Moreover, in case the library is found to be appropriate
for the problems to be solved, the parallel library can be
then downloaded and installed on any parallel platform.

Future extensions of this work will include the estima-
tion of the absolute error � � � � 	 as part of the reduction
procedure, the possibility of selecting among different lin-
ear system solvers and/or new state-space truncation meth-
ods for model reduction, the availability of the model reduc-
tion routines via an RPC interface (like, e.g, in NetSolve),
etc.
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